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Really a amazing game! I loved the fast paced style of the game, coupled with the quick thinking and reaction times needed to
make it to the end The graphics are great as well. I would highly recommend this game.. This game is fun! The premise is
simple but very well executed. The sense of speed is amazing. I love the quotes in the menu and the descriptions of the ship
mods. The controls are tight and although the game can get difficult, it is never unfair. It works very well on linux (linux mint),
no performance issues. Only issue I noticed was graphical artifacts after crashing as the camera moves around your remains.
Some parts of the screen flash black. Minor thing and does not affect gameplay at all. P.S. From what I've seen online the dev is
a cool dude.. Fun and challenging game, I don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR.. Its a nice game to kickback,
relax, and repeatedly smash into walls.. Nice difficulty progression and overall this is an ok little reflex game. The feeling of
speed is the best part. That said this all felt pretty basic. The levels are all completely flat and the graphics are simple to the
point of being lazy. No mouse support is super annoying and it makes keyboard players feel like second class citizens. Clearly
this was meant to be played with a gamepad.. VR implementation is incredible. Despite fast left/right movement and
acceleration I didn't experience any motion sickness. Game is fun, but if you are like me and want to see a quick Y/N on VR
implementation, this can be recommended.. Nice difficulty progression and overall this is an ok little reflex game. The feeling
of speed is the best part. That said this all felt pretty basic. The levels are all completely flat and the graphics are simple to the
point of being lazy. No mouse support is super annoying and it makes keyboard players feel like second class citizens. Clearly
this was meant to be played with a gamepad.
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